What to
call for

There are some things that you can call
us about, but there are some things,

Questions?

To reach an officer on duty 24/7, you
can call: 210.681.6268.

such as emergencies, that you should

Remember, if you have a real time, ur-

notify the SAPD first, before calling us.

gent emergency, call 911 before calling

Some things to call the GNW Security
for are:


Suspicious vehicle/persons

the GNW Security next. GNW Security will respond along with SAPD, but
there are some things that SAPD does
that we simply cannot do.



Assist Public (starting car, garage is

Security

open, etc.)




Mischievous activity
Disturbances
Animal Complaints
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For

24/7

Officers

Do you know our Great Northwest
Security officers? Here is a quick list of
current officers and their titles.


Roger Burton is the Security Chief
of the GNW.

 Pinky Clinkscales is the Assistant

Security Chief.
 Carl Barrella , Ruben Garcia, Jesse

Aguirre and Osborne Reid are all
security officers that you will or
might have seen patrolling the area.

Our Great Northwest Officers are on
patrol 24/7. One or two officers will be
on duty on any given shift.
Out-of-Town Checks

Other
Programs

Along with our security officer, we also
have the GNWatch, the Dog Walker
Watch, and the Cellular on Patrol.
The GNWatch is a network of neighbors

You may also request an out-of-town

who are on the watch for crime and suspi-

security check for your home if you plan

cious activity in our community.

to be gone from your house for a long
period of time. You can request an out-of
-town check by heading to our website

The Dog Walker Watch is a team who
also look out for suspicious activity, while
walking their friendly canines.

and filling out a form or by calling
210.681.6268.

The Cellular on Patrol is a program that
we have to train individuals to observe and
report crime in the community,
To join any of these groups, you can fill out
the sing-up form online or email Renee
Townsend at mutti2two@gmail.com

